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In Paul Simon: An American Tune, Cornel Bonca considers Simon’s vast trove of
songs in the biographical and cultural context in which he wrote them: from the pop
cultural revolution of the 1960s which Simon himself helped to create, the singersongwriter movement of the 1970s, the turn toward world music in the 1980s that gave
the world the monumental Graceland, to the intimate personal turn his music took in the
millennial era. Analyzing Simon’s albums one by one, often song by song, Bonca
provides a deep and artful exploration of the work of one of today’s major songwriters.
A new collection of interviews with over forty groundbreaking songwriters, published on
the 25th anniversary of the original landmark volume
Music Theory and Composition: A Practical Approach presents a pragmatic, accessible
approach to music theory through an emphasis on melody and counterpoint. This focus
explains the “why” of musical construction more clearly than the traditional approach of
beginning with chords. By starting with a single melodic line and gradually adding
voices in counterpoint, the book drills part-writing while simultaneously explaining
functionality, first with scale degrees and then with harmony. The text has students
learn musical techniques and progressively build on their functions and importance to
create their own compositions. With short, digestible chapters, Music Theory and
Composition clearly presents otherwise complicated ideas not as strict rules, but as
artistic ideals, encouraging the interactive creation of new compositions as a tool for
learning. The textbook is versatile and easily customizable, suiting Different skill levels
with species counterpoint providing a framework for the beginner while providing an
interesting challenge for more experienced students Different curricular schedules with
complete exercises in two, three, and four voices, allowing for an optional skip from two
voices to four Different pedagogical approaches with species exercises encouraging
students to consider harmonic choices and figured bass ensuring functional
progressions Instructor Resources: Instructor’s Manual: The Instructor’s Manual
includes sample syllabi and student handouts Test Bank: The test bank includes
sample tests and answer keys in MS Word format. Student Resources: Companion
Website with Downloadable Workbook Sections: http://textbooks.rowman.com/stone
Additional Features: complete curriculum for first-year theory courses over 500 musical
examples drawn from Common Practice Era compositions as well as more
contemporary and popular pieces focus on active composition throughout the text and
workbook sections large pop music section to expand student’s application of theory
conversational tone to encourage student engagement Designed for first-year college
music theory courses, but accessible enough for the interested lay reader or high
school student, the text offers a true balance of counterpoint and harmony.?
World-renowned tresero (tres player) Nelson Gonzalez explains tuning and playing of
the Cuban tres guitar, offering tips for beginning to advanced players. As the
instrument's name implies, the tres has three courses of double or triple strings and is
used both as a lead and an accompaniment instrument. the author thoughtfully includes
instructions for converting a normal 6-string guitar to a tres guitar, offering suggestions
for appropriate string gauges.This may be the first book of its kind published outside of
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Cuba. the method contains Latin folksongs arranged for the beginning tres player plus
examples of repeated, often syncopated underlying vamps called montunos. the book
also presents all principal chords and scale patterns plus notation fundamentals- all
beautifully illustrated with clear photos, diagrams and explanations. Written in standard
notation only.Nelson Gonzalez is singularly qualified to write this book. Known in Latin
music circles as the "Ambassador of the Cuban Tres Guitar", he has toured or recorded
with a virtual Who's Who of Latin stars not to mention his own band, Son Mudano. His
tres mastery is featured on dozens of recordings with such artists as Tito Puente, Gloria
Estefan, Andy Garcia, Paul Simon, and Marc Anthony to name only a few.
This Rock 'n' Roll survey covers 38 of your own "top 40" hits, focusing on every single
that broke new ground or topped the charts. It bounces with the excitement of rock
music and the vibrant personalities who create it.
The Little Black Songbook of Great Acoustic Songs boasts over 80 hits from the past
and present masters of the unplugged tune. Presented in chord songbook format, this
collection features Guitar chords, diagrams and complete lyrics. Ideal for strumming
and singing, this collection places a diverse range of songs at your disposal, from
Simon & Garfunkel's America, Johnny Cash's Folsom Prison Blues and Elton John's
Tiny Dancer, through to the modern hits of Elliott Smith's Ballad Of Big Nothing, James
Bay's Hold Back The River and Ho Hey by The Lumineers. Perfect for any aspiring
guitarist, these tunes are ideal for a group singalongs, a spot of busking or to simply
explore the rich history of the world's best popular songwriters. Songs included are:
About A Girl [Nirvana] - America [Simon And Garfunkel] - Baby Can I Hold You [Tracy
Chapman] - Ballad Of Big Nothing [Elliott Smith] - Breaking The Law [Emeli Sandé] Budapest [George Ezra] - Cornerstone [Arctic Monkeys] - Dancing Barefoot [Patti
Smith] - The Drugs Don't Work [The Verve] - Everlong [Foo Fighters] - Everything Has
Changed [Taylor Swift and Ed Sheeran] - Far From Any Road [True Detective
Soundtrack] - Folsom Prison Blues [Johnny Cash] - Free Fallin' [Tom Petty] - The Girl
From Ipanema [Stan Getz & Astrud Gilberto] - Have You Ever Seen The Rain?
[Creedence Clearwater Revival] - Heart Is A Drum [Beck] - Ho Hey [The Lumineers] Hold Back The River [James Bay] - I Say A Little Prayer [Aretha Franklin] - I'm Looking
Through You [The Beatles] - In Between Days [The Cure] - Into My Arms [Nick Cave &
Bad Seed] - Ivy & Gold [Bombay Bicycle Club] - Jenny Don't Be Hasty [Paolo Nutini] Little Lion Man [Mumford & Sons] - Lola [The Kinks] - Oblivious [Aztec Camera] - Oh
Daddy [Fleetwood Mac] - One Love (People Get Ready) [Bob Marley & The Wailers] Our House [Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young] - Please, Please, Please, Let Me Get What I
Want [The Smiths] - Quicksand [David Bowie] - Re: Stacks [Bon Iver] - Ship To Wreck
[Florence + The Machine] - Shiver [Coldplay] - Sisters Of Mercy [Leonard Cohen] Someone Like You [Adele] - Stay With Me [Sam Smith] - Strawberry Letter 23 [Shuggie
Otis] - Sugar Man [Rodriguez] - Take Me Home, Country Roads [John Denver] - Take
Me To Church [Hozier] - Tangled Up In Blue [Bob Dylan] - Thinking Out Loud [Ed
Sheeran] - Tiny Dancer [Elton John] - Walk On The Wild Side [Lou Reed] - You Turn
Me On I'm A Radio [Joni Mitchell]
This is a comprehensive introduction to the inner workings of rock music. Everett takes
readers through all aspects of the music and its lyrics, leading fans and listeners to new
insights and new ways to develop their own interpretations of the aural landscapes of
their lives.
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ÊÒThe aim of this book is to gather in one place a compendium of techniques specific
to the classical guitar.ÊÊEach technique has a written explanation, preliminary
exercises and two original compositions, providing the opportunity to use the
techniques in a musical context.ÓÊ Steve Marsh Mel Bay Publications was founded on
MelÕs simple pretext of Òfinding a need, and filling it.ÓÊÊMel Bay author, Steve
Marsh, continues in that tradition with the publication ofÊThe Anthology of Classical
Guitar Techniques, a highly original concept that fills a distinct need in the guitar study
repertoire.ÊÊGraded from lower intermediate to higher intermediate in difficulty, this
anthology avoids fundamental skills known to most beginners and goes straight to
intermediate-level techniques such as: arpeggio, barrŽ, campanella, glissando,
harmonics, pizzicato, rapid scales, rasgueado, tambour, tremolo, vibrato, and more.
Each of the 32 techniques is illuminated with preliminary studies and two original
compositions, all written in standard notation only. If youÕre ready to take the next step
with the classical guitar, this book will improve your technique and musicianship in
general, increase your ability to listen to yourself critically, and so lead to more
productive practice sessions.
A-Z guide illustrated in color throughout.
(Music Sales America). Six of their greatest hits in easy-to-follow tab with chord symbols and
full lyrics. Matching CD allows you to play guitar or sing along with the backing tracks or full
performance demos. Songs include: America * The Boxer * Homeward Bound * Mrs. Robinson
* A Hazy Shade of Winter * The Only Living Boy in New York.
- First time in paperback.- Paul Simon, with Simon and Garfunkel, and as a solo artist has sold
50 million records in the United States alone.- Simon and Garfunkel were the opening act for
the 2003 Grammy Awards.- Simon received a 2003 Oscar nomination for his song "Father and
Daughter," from the animated The Wild Thornberrys Movie.- Simon is a 2002 Kennedy Center
Honors winner.- Includes a discography and index.
The weekly source of African American political and entertainment news.
Do you love sitting at home playing guitar, but find yourself playing the same old things over
and over without making much progress? When other musicians invite you to jam, do you
worry that you won’t be able to keep up? Are you a veteran guitarist who has played for years,
but you’re embarrassed to admit you have no idea what you’re doing? If you want to take
your guitar playing to the next level, compose songs like you hear on the radio, and improvise
your own music, then you need Fretboard Theory. Fretboard Theory by Desi Serna teaches
music theory for guitar including scales, chords, progressions, modes and more. The hands-on
approach to theory shows you how music "works" on the guitar fretboard by visualizing shapes
and patterns and how they connect to make music. Content includes: * Learn pentatonic and
major scale patterns as used to play melodies, riffs, solos, and bass lines * Move beyond basic
chords and common barre chords by playing the types of chord inversions and chord voicings
used by music's most famous players * Chart guitar chord progressions and play by numbers
like the pros * Identify correct scales to play over chords and progressions so you can
improvise at will * Create new sounds with music modes and get to know Ionian, Dorian,
Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian and Locrian * Add variety to your playing by using
intervals such as thirds, fourths, and sixths * Increase your chord vocabulary by using added
chord tones and extensions to play chord types such as major 7, minor 7, sus2, sus4, add9,
and more * Learn how all the different aspects of music fit together to make a great song * See
how theory relates to popular styles of music and familiar songs Fretboard Theory will have
you mastering music like a pro easier and faster than you ever thought possible. Plus, it's the
ONLY GUITAR THEORY RESOURCE in the world that includes important details to hundreds
of popular songs. You learn how to play in the style of pop, rock, acoustic, blues, and more!
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This guitar instruction is perfect whether you want to jam, compose or just understand the
music you play better. The material is suitable for both acoustic and electric guitar, plus it
features many references to bass. Level: Recommended for intermediate level players on up.
Video Fretboard Theory is also available as a 21-hour video series that is sold separately on
the author's GuitarMusicTheory.com website. Visit the website and sign up for email lessons to
sample the footage. Fretboard Theory Volume II When you're ready to take your playing to the
next level, get the second book in the series, Fretboard Theory Volume II, which is also
available as a 12-hour video series.
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). 65 of the best acoustic hits from the pop/rock era, including:
About a Girl * Adia * Against the Wind * Angie * Change the World * Complicated * Dust in the
Wind * Fast Car * The Flame * Free Fallin' * Here Comes the Sun * I Will Remember You * Iris
* Landslide * Leaving on a Jet Plane * Maggie May * Me and Bobby McGee * Night Moves *
Pink Houses * Soak up the Sun * Tears in Heaven * 3 AM * Wonderwall * Yellow * Yesterday *
You've Got a Friend * and more.
Eleven titles from this delightful movie include: Toot Sweets * Chitty Chitty Bang Bang * Lovely,
Lonely Man * The Roses of Success * You Two * Truly Scrumptious * Doll on a Music Box *
Me Ol' Bam-Boo.
(Music Sales America). A great collection of Paul Simon's acoustic guitar tracks transcribed for
guitar tab & standard notation with complete lyrics. 17 songs include: Armistice Day * 50 Ways
to Leave Your Lover * Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard * and more.
In Great Songwriting Techniques, veteran composer and teacher Jack Perricone shares years
of experience in the art, science, and pedagogy of songwriting to teach readers the craft.
Whether they write for a small group of friends or in the hopes of creating a smash hit, aspiring
songwriters can learn how to focus on topics essential to their success in this competitive field;
every songwriter must be aware of audience, thick-skinned enough to handle rejection and
competition, and most importantly have the confidence to master the craft of composing and
producing. Perricone teaches readers to accomplish this through a targeted series of lessons
on key elements of songwriting from building blocks like melody, harmony, and rhythm to more
advanced topics like lyric placement and tone texture. Chapters explore loop-based harmonic
patterns, tone tendencies, form, function, and lyric writing, all in service of preparing the
aspiring songwriter to be a master of prosody and keen in understanding the relationship
between words and music. The volume includes examples of exceptional songwriting from wellknown artists such as Irving Berlin, Prince, Bob Dylan, Stevie Wonder, Justin Timberlake, and
Taylor Swift.
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Over 100 timeless hits from the Fab Four in
piano/vocal/guitar arrangements, including: Across the Universe * All My Loving * Back in the
U.S.S.R. * Blackbird * Can't Buy Me Love * Come Together * Don't Let Me Down * Eight Days
a Week * Eleanor Rigby * The Fool on the Hill * Good Day Sunshine * Here Comes the Sun *
Hey Jude * I Want to Hold Your Hand * In My Life * Let It Be * Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds *
Michelle * Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) * Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da * Penny Lane *
Revolution * Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band * She Loves You * Ticket to Ride * Twist
and Shout * When I'm Sixty-Four * Yellow Submarine * Yesterday * and more.
Blues Guitar Method Level 2, within the School of the Blues Lesson Series®, is about learning
the art of improvising. Areas covered are: Tools for Improvising (Scales and Arpeggios);
Soloing Concepts (Question & Answer Phrasing and Chord Tone Approach Construction);
Pickups, Intros, Turnarounds & Endings; and Bar Solo & Analysis. This is an essential study
for all players of the blues.This series is designed for students of other instruments to play
together. If you have friends that play harmonica, keyboard, bass or drums, tell them about this
series so that you can play together.This book is accompanied by a CD recording of all
examples (played by author John Garcia) along with the background music. for all skill level
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players. Book is in standard notation and TAB.
An A-Z of everything to do with the guitar, covers all styles, from folk to rock, from flamenco to
the blues, full chord dictionary, entries on the great guitarists, easy-to-use instructions,
comprehensive entries on equipment, notation and guitar tabs, includes special features like
'how to read music' and 'simple repairs'
(Guitar Chord Songbook). Complete lyrics, chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams for 50
shining hits from the incomparable Neil Diamond: America * Cherry, Cherry * Cracklin' Rosie *
Forever in Blue Jeans * Gitchy Goomy * Heartlight * I Am...I Said * Love on the Rocks *
September Morn * Song Sung Blue * Sweet Caroline * and dozens more!
America; Bookends; Bridge over troubled water; Cecilia; El, condor pasa; For Emily, whenever
I may find her; Homeward bound; I am a rock; Kathy's song; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough
Fair/Canticle; The boxer; The 59th street bridge song (Feelin' groovy); The sound of silence
Book 1 in the best-selling guitar course. Learn about holding the guitar, tuning, chords,
strumming, chord changing and more. Includes Hey Jude, Me And Bobby McGee, Why Worry
and Wonderful Tonight.
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). A collection of their biggest hits, including: All My Trails *
Blowin' in the Wind * Brother Can You Spare a Dime? * Hush-a-Bye * It's Raining * Rolling
Home (A Far Cry from Heaven) * Rocky Road * When the Ship Comes In * Leaving on a Jet
Plane * and more!

Acclaimed music writer Robert Hilburn’s “epic” and “definitive” (Rolling Stone)
biography of music icon Paul Simon, written with Simon’s full participation—but without
his editorial control—that “reminds us how titanic this musician is” (The Washington
Post). For more than fifty years, Paul Simon has spoken to us in songs about
alienation, doubt, resilience, and empathy in ways that have established him as one of
the most beloved artists in American pop music history. Songs like “The Sound of
Silence,” “Bridge Over Troubled Water,” “Still Crazy After All These Years,” and
“Graceland” have moved beyond the sales charts and into our cultural consciousness.
But Simon is a deeply private person who has said he will not write an autobiography or
talk to biographers. Finally, however, he has opened up for Robert Hilburn—for more
than one hundred hours of interviews—in this “brilliant and entertaining portrait of Simon
that will likely be the definitive biography” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Over the
course of three years, Hilburn conducted in-depth interviews with scores of Paul
Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and others—including ex-wives Carrie Fisher and
Peggy Harper, who spoke for the first time—and even penetrated the inner circle of
Simon’s long-reclusive muse, Kathy Chitty. The result is a deeply human account of
the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. In the process,
Hilburn documents Simon’s search for artistry and his constant struggle to protect that
artistry against distractions—fame, marriage, divorce, drugs, record company
interference, rejection, and insecurity—that have derailed so many great pop figures.
“As engaging as a lively American tune” (People), Paul Simon is a “straight-shooting
tour de force…that does thorough justice to this American prophet and pop star” (USA
TODAY, four out of four stars). “Read it if you like Simon; read it if you want to discover
how talent unfolds itself” (Stephen King).
This comprehensive collection from the legendary folk icon features lyrics from each of
Simon's 10 original studio albums, as well as lyrics from the renowned Simon &
Garfunkel records. 50 b&w photographs throughout.
A selection of fantastic hits and classic tunes for you to play, all requiring only six
simple chords! No longer do you have to fight your way through pages of tutorials and
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music theory, just to play the music of your favourite artist. This large and varied
collection has something for every occasion and for all tastes, from 60s greats to more
contemporary bands such as The Thrills and The Flaming Lips. Ideal for beginners and
buskers, or any guitarist/singer who wants to quickly expand their repetoire. Song List:
(Marie's The Name) His Latest Flame [Presley, Elvis] A Girl Like You [Collins, Edwyn]
All Along The Watchtower [Jimi Hendrix Experience, The] Big Sur [Thrills, The] Both
Sides, Now [Mitchell, Joni] Boys Don't Cry [Cure, The] Brimful Of Asha [Cornershop]
Caroline [Status Quo] Common People [Pulp] Complicated [Lavigne, Avril] Don't Panic
[Coldplay] Driftwood [Travis] Fairytale Of New York [Pogues, The] [Maccoll, Kirsty]
Father And Son [Stevens, Cat] Fight Test [Flaming Lips, The] Girl From Mars [Ash] Girl
From The North Country [Bob Dylan And Johnny Cash] 'Heroes' [Bowie, David] I Feel
Fine [Beatles, The] I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry [Williams, Hank] In My Place
[Coldplay] Jolene [Parton, Dolly] Just Like A Pill [Pink] Knockin' On Heaven's Door
[Dylan, Bob] Last Christmas [Wham!] Love Is Strange [Everly Brothers] Love Me Do
[Beatles, The] Mad World [Andrews, Michael] [Jules, Gary] Massachusetts [Bee Gees,
The] Mr Tambourine Man [Byrds, The] Ms. Jackson [Vines, The] Not Fade Away
[Rolling Stones, The] Redemption Song [Marley, Bob] Ring Of Fire [Cash, Johnny] Run
[Snow Patrol] Sail Away [Gray, David] She Sells Sanctuary [Cult, The] Songbird [Oasis]
Staying Out For The Summer [Dodgy] Step On My Old Size Nines [Stereophonics]
Sweetest Thing [U2] Take It Easy [Eagles, The] Talihina Sky [Kings Of Leon] That's
Entertainment [Jam, The] The Boxer [Simon And Garfunkel] The Universal [Blur] There
Is A Light That Never Goes Out [Smiths, The] Two Princes [Spin Doctors] Walk Of Life
[Dire Straits] Waterloo [Abba] What's Up [4 Non Blondes] Wonderful Tonight [Clapton,
Eric] You Can Call Me Al [Simon, Paul] You're Still The One [Twain, Shania]
(Guitar Book). From Merle Travis and Chet Atkins to Vince Gill and Brad Paisley, this
book/audio pack offers an inside look at the genesis of country guitar. Provides solo
transcriptions in notes & tab, lessons on how to play them, guitarist bios, equipment
notes, photos, history, and much more. The audio contains full-band demos of every
solo in the book! Songs include: Country Boy * Foggy Mountain Special * Folsom
Prison Blues * Hellecaster Theme * Hello Mary Lou * I've Got a Tiger by the Tail * The
Only Daddy That Will Walk the Line * Please, Please Baby * Sugarfoot Rag * and more.
The Total Acoustic Guitarist is an exciting journey through the diverse world of acoustic
guitar playing. You start by strumming some basic tunes and end up slapping, tapping
and sliding your way through some really cool and funky arrangements. This wideranging study of the acoustic guitar is for all players from beginning to advanced. The
beginning-to-intermediate student will find all the tools needed to become a great
guitarist, while the more advanced player will find lots of useful tips and a fresh
perspective on the acoustic guitar. Though the book tips its hat to all the greats of the
past, it is filled with popular and contemporary stylings that have been influenced by the
great history of acoustic guitar playing. A CD is included with backing tracks in different
styles to jam over.
(Music Sales America). Even the beginning guitarist can enjoy playing 30 of the best
Paul Simon songs with easy chords. Includes: The Sound of Silence * Cecilia * I Am a
Rock * and more.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes
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the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
The definitive collection of Stone Roses Songs. Includes songs released on Garage
Flower, The Stone Roses, Second Coming, Turns Into Stone and The Complete Stone
Roses as well as B-sides. Includes full lyrics, chord symbols, guitar boxes and playing
guide. All the tracks have been specially arranged in the original keys from the actual
hit recordings.
Make your guitar sing with insight on music theory brings your instrument to life
There’s a universe of incredible music living in your guitar. You just need to discover
how to let it out. In Guitar Theory For Dummies, expert guitarist and instructor Desi
Serna walks you through the music theory concepts you need to understand to expand
your musical horizons. From deciphering the mysteries of the fretboard to adapting
chord progressions to a song’s key, you’ll master techniques that will help you move
past simple, three-chord songs to more complex and creative pieces. Build on your
existing knowledge of open and barre chords and simple progressions with practical
instruction that demystifies scales and chord voicings and shows you how to bring them
together to create impressive music. You can also jump over to dummies.com to hear
audio samples of the examples featured in the book. You’ll also learn: How chords,
keys, and scales are built and how they interact with one another Powerful concepts,
like intervals, chord extensions, modes and modal scales, that grant access to a world
of musical possibilities How popular songs apply elements of guitar theory and how you
can apply the same techniques Free yourself from the confines of tab sheets and
simple chords and start enjoying all the musical potential of your guitar. Guitar Theory
For Dummies is for anyone who wants to unlock the next stage of their musical journey.
(Guitar Chord Songbook). This great collection features all 194 songs written and sung
by the Beatles, specially transcribed here for strumming guitarists, from the actual
recordings, in the original keys. Each song includes chord symbols, guitar chord boxes
and complete lyrics. Also features a helpful playing guide and a full discography. Songs
include: Across the Universe * All My Loving * All You Need Is Love * Back in the
U.S.S.R. * The Ballad of John and Yoko * Blackbird * Day Tripper * Dear Prudence *
Drive My Car * Eight Days a Week * Eleanor Rigby * The Fool on the Hill * Good Day
Sunshine * A Hard Day's Night * Help! * Helter Skelter * Hey Jude * I Saw Her Standing
There * I Want to Hold Your Hand * In My Life * Lady Madonna * Let It Be * The Long
and Winding Road * Michelle * Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) * Ob-La-Di, ObLa-Da * Paperback Writer * Penny Lane * Revolution * Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band * She Loves You * and more!
(Berklee Guide). Write songs that sell! Hit-songwriter/educator Andrea Stolpe shares
time-tested tools of commercial songwriting. Her ten-step process will help you to craft
lyrics that communicate heart to heart with your audience. She analyzes hit lyrics from
artists such as Faith Hill and John Mayer, and reveals why they are successful and how
you can make your own songs successful too. Stolpe advises on how to: streamline
and accelerate your writing process; use lyric structures and techniques at the heart of
countless hit songs; write even when you're not inspired; more!
A pocket-sized collection of over 70 songs, all of which use no more than 6 chords.
Presented in chord songbook format, arranged in the same keys as the original
recordings with chord symbols, guitar chord boxes and complete lyrics.
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(Guitar Solo). 15 songs arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar, with standard notation and
tablature: Abracadabra * Brown Eyed Girl * Come Sail Away * Crocodile Rock * Free
Bird * The House of the Rising Sun * Hurts So Good * I Want You to Want Me * Livin'
on a Prayer * Maggie May * Rhiannon * Still the Same * Wheel in the Sky * When the
Children Cry * White Room.
Paul SimonThe 6 Chord SongbookMusic Sales Amer
Serious about jamming, understanding, and creating guitar-driven music? Easy. With
an approachable and engaging style, Guitar Theory For Dummies goes beyond guitar
basics, presenting the guidance intermediate to advanced players need to improve their
improvisational and compositional skills. Plus, with access to audio tracks and video
instruction online you can master the concepts and techniques covered in the book.
Key content coverage includes: pentatonic and major scale patterns; the CAGED chord
system, chord progressions, and playing by numbers; roots, keys, and applying scales,
plus modes and modal scales; intervals and chord extensions; popular song references
and theory applications that help you understand how to play popular music and
contemporary guitar styles, and create music of your own. This title also features
companion audio tracks and video content hosted online at Dummies.com The expert
instruction and easy-to-digest information provides comprehensive guidance on how to
apply music theory concepts to fretted instruments If you already have a handle on the
basics and want to know more about the building blocks and theory behind guitar
music, Guitar Theory For Dummies has you covered.
"The Words and Music of Paul McCartney: The Solo Years" examines the large and
varied oeuvre of this deeply personal artist, showing how McCartney's stint as a Beatle
continues to inform his solo music, as well as how he has transcended his days as a
member of the Fab Four. After a biographical introduction, chronologically arranged
chapters explore McCartney's music in the immediate aftermath of the breakup of the
Beatles, his work with Wings during the 1970s, his collaborations with other artists
during the 1980s, and his compositions of the 1990s, including his first forays into
classical music. The examination also covers McCartney's critically acclaimed work in
the first decade of the 21st century, including "Memory Almost Full" and "Ecce Cor
Meum," a composition written in the style of sacred English choral music. Throughout,
the book supplies analytical insights and historical background to a repertoire that,
surprisingly, has not previously been covered in detail.
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